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Abstract

In this work, we present DBgen, a Python library that provides a framework for defining extract-transform-load (ETL) pipelines to create and populate SQL databases. DBgen is most useful when the underlying data has complex relationships, requires multi-step analysis, is large-scale, and the type of data being collected changes frequently. Scientific data often fits this description. With current tooling, defining ETL pipelines for this particularly difficult-to-manage data is so onerous that a great deal of it does not end up being stored in a database and is opaque. DBgen is designed to fill the gap in the current tooling and reduce the barrier to defining ETL pipelines such data.
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1. Motivation and Significance

DBgen is designed to reduce the barrier to creating databases for complicated data sources in accordance with the FAIR data principle[1]. The FAIR principle, which states that data should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable, is widely accepted and has shown utility in a variety of fields of scientific research including medicine[2, 3, 4], meteorology & oceanography[5, 6, 7, 8], oral speech studies[9], botany[10], mass spectrometry[11], and many others. Although many agree that it is important to make data FAIR, a great deal of scientific data remains stored in a way that does not meet these principles. We contend that this is in part because defining extract-transform-load (ETL) pipelines to get scientific data into SQL databases is a particularly challenging task. Scientific data is complex, analysis-heavy, frequently-changing, large-scale, and the people who understand this particularly difficult-to-manage data best are rarely experts in SQL and data engineering. These challenges regarding making scientific data fair have been highlighted previously [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] as has the importance of directing resources toward solving these infrastructure problems [17]. In order to handle this challenging case, scientific ETL pipelines need to be scalable, maintainable, accessible, reconfigurable, and transparent.
SMART). In section 1.1, we describe how the SMART principles address the challenges in defining scientific ETL pipelines. Then, in section 1.2, we identify a gap in the current tooling which makes it difficult to define SMART ETL pipelines. In section 2, we describe what DBgen is and how it helps to fill this gap in the current tooling.

1.1. SMART ETL Pipelines

Scalable: As high-throughput experimentation becomes more widely used, the scale of scientific data continues to increase. This demands that any scientific ETL pipeline can handle large amounts of data efficiently.

Maintainable: The fundamental relationships between the entities of interest in scientific data are very complex. There are many types of entities that need to be tracked, and the relations between these entities are often-times many-to-many. There is also a great deal of meta-data that needs to be stored and formally linked to the data. This makes the FAIR principles of rich meta-data and strong provenance challenging to achieve. A database architecture capable of capturing this complexity requires many tables and foreign keys. Accordingly, the ETL pipeline that populates such a database is a fairly complex piece of software. As with any complex piece of software, maintainability is crucial, and making the code modular and easy to debug is imperative for maintainability.

Accessible: The number of scientific researchers who are comfortable with higher-level languages like Python far exceeds the number who are comfortable with SQL, so in order to make ETL pipelines editable by scientists, it is important to abstract away the SQL code.

Reconfigurable: Scientific ETL pipelines must be easily reconfigurable because scientific research is inherently frequently-changing. Scientists frequently decide to do new types of experiments and analyses as the very goal of doing the research is to learn information that changes their understanding of the subject of research. As they do new types of experiments, they start to track new types of information and carry out new analyses. Changing the entities, attributes, and relations that are tracked in a database is the definition of a schema change. Therefore, schema changes occur far more often in scientific research than in other fields, and the ETL pipeline needs to be easy to reconfigure when these inevitable changes occur.

Transparent: In many cases, researchers are interested in a high-level analysis of the data, not just the raw data itself. The process of converting raw data to high-level results usually requires many small steps. Each data processing step yields an intermediate result, which may be of interest in its own right or may be useful in other analyses later. When the data pipeline is complete, there can be a large, complicated web of data processing steps
between the raw data and the final results. It is imperative that the full flow of data from the original, raw, file all the way through to the final analysis is transparent.

1.2. Current Tooling

There are many tools, including DBeaver, TablePlus, and MySQL Workbench, that make it easy to define complex empty database schemas; however, in the case of scientific data, defining the ETL pipeline is much more difficult than defining the empty database schema. There are several existing Python packages, including psycopg2, pymysql, and sqlalchemy that expose SQL functionality to a python user, but they do not provide any framework for defining SMART ETL pipelines. DBgen fills this gap in the current tooling. If one were to implement 50 complex, SMART ETL pipelines, each for a different use case, yes, some of the code would specific to each use case, but a large amount of the code would be common to all of the use cases. DBgen is that code that is common code. In other words, DBgen is a Python package that provides a framework for the definition of SMART ETL pipelines, just as pytorch [18] and tensorflow [19] provide a framework for the definition of GPU-accelerated, complex deep learning models.

2. Software Description

2.1. Software Architecture

Each DBgen Model defines a complete build procedure for a database: both instantiating the empty database and populating it with data. The DBgen Model consists of two graphs, one for each of those steps. The schema graph defines the empty database architecture, and the ETL graph defines the ETL process, which populates the database with data.

In DBgen, there are three key classes associated with defining the schema graph (Entities, Attributes, and Relations), and four key classes associated with defining the ETL graph (Generators, Queries, PyBlocks, and Loads). Both pieces are put together in one, large object, called a Model, which defines the entire database build procedure, both instantiating the database and populating it.
2.2. The Schema Graph: Defining the Empty Database Schema

**Entity**: In DBgen, each Entity fully defines an empty database table. It consists of a name and any number of Attributes and Relations, which are described next. Each entity is a node in the schema graph.

**Attributes**: Attributes, define the columns of each database table. They have a name, a description, and a data type. Attributes in DBgen can be either "identifying" or "non-identifying." The information stored in the identifying columns are necessary and sufficient to identify exactly one row in a given table. DBgen disallows the existence of two rows in the same table with the same identifying data. For example, in a table of movies, one could decide to make the title and release date Attributes identifying. In DBgen, this would guarantee that a query for a specific title and release date would return no more than one row, and DBgen would also require a title and a release date to create a row in the table. There may be many other non-identifying Attributes, like duration and average critic rating. Although the back-end details are different, this concept is analogous to a composite primary key.

**Relations**: Relations define the relationships between the tables and therefore the edges of the schema graph. For those who are familiar with database terminology, a Relation defines a foreign key.

2.3. Populating the Database

The ETL graph consists of Generators, which are the nodes in the ETL graph. The information specified in the Query and Loads objects, also described below, allow DBgen to automatically compute the appropriate edges for the ETL graph.
Generators: Each Generator, defines a single extract-transform-load (ETL) step. It consists of a Query, a PyBlock, and Loads, which represent the extract, transform, and load steps, respectively. A common pattern in DBgen data pipelines is to query the database, use that information as inputs to a function, and insert the result back into the database. This allows for complicated, multi-step data analyses to be carried out in a flexible, modular, maintainable, and transparent manner.

Query: The Query object in DBgen defines a SQL query. By using a Query object rather than a raw SQL string, the Generator knows which database columns need to be queried in order for that ETL step to run. DBgen will later use this information to compute dependencies among the ETL steps and automatically run them in the correct order.

PyBlock: The PyBlock object represents the transform portion of the ETL step. It is any arbitrary python function, which enables sophisticated analyses, including predictions from machine learning models, to be run. The inputs to the function come from the Query object, and the outputs from the function are inserted back into the database in the load step, which is described next. Pyblocks can also read data in from the file system, which is commonly used for the early ETL steps in the data pipeline.

Loads: As the name suggests, Loads represent the load portion of a given ETL step, which is the step in which data is inserted into the database. In an instance of the Loads object, the user specifies which outputs from the PyBlock are inserted into which columns in the database. Now, each Gen knows which database columns must be populated before it is run (from the Query object) and also which database columns are populated by that Gen (from the Loads object). DBgen needs this information to determine the correct order to run the ETL steps.

Model: Finally, the Model object defines the entire database build procedure. It is comprised of a set of Entities and a set of Generators. When a Model is run, it uses the information in the Entities to create the schema graph and to instantiate the empty database tables. Then, it uses the information from each Generator’s Query and Load objects to compute the order in which the Gens need to be run, thereby creating the ETL graph. Finally, it executes each Generator’s Query, Pyblock, and Loads steps to actually populate the database.

2.4. Software Functionalities

Automatic Ordering: Complicated data pipelines are comprised of a large number of small, simple processing steps. Without DBgen, the user must make sure that the ETL steps are run in the correct order. If one ETL step needs to query a given column in the database, the ETL step that populates
that column needs to be run first. This process is laborious, especially in
the case of scientific research, where frequent changes to the data pipeline
are expected. DBgen automatically determines the correct order to run the
ETL steps by using the structured information in each Generator object to
create a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This feature is significant because it
allows the user to not think about the whole data pipeline when adding or
editing an ETL step, even if the change completely disrupts the dependencies
among the ETL steps. This feature contributes to the reconfigurability and
maintainability of DBgen ETL pipelines. Furthermore, this computational
graph can be visualized to show the full flow of data from its source, through
all processing steps, to the final destination in the database. This adds
transparency to all DBgen ETL pipelines.

Primary Key and Foreign Key Handling: In large, complex database
schemas with many foreign keys, querying tables to populate these foreign
keys properly is both computationally expensive and laborious for the user to
write. DBgen obviates the need for this altogether. The technical details of
how DBgen accomplishes this are described in the supplemental information.

Automatic Detection of Changing Inputs and Functions: Every time a
DBgen ETL step is run, DBgen stores a hash of the inputs it received and
the function that processed the data. Then, when a pipeline is re-run, DBgen
automatically knows which steps need to be re-run. This avoids the compu-
tational expense of re-running functions, and perhaps more importantly, it
allows the user to add data and make edits to the pipeline without thinking
about the execution of the pipeline at all. If the user wants to change a
function, they just change the function and re-run the DBgen model. DBgen
will automatically detect that only that function was changed, and that ETL
step and all of its dependents will be re-run, and the rest of the steps will be
skipped, as their results are unchanged. This is a recurring theme in DBgen:
separate the definition of the pipeline from the execution of the pipeline, and
abstract away the execution portion, thereby enabling the user to zoom in
and make edits on any small portion of the pipeline without needing to think
at all about how that may impact the broader data pipeline. This contributes
to the reconfigurability and scalability of DBgen ETL pipelines.

DBgen Log Database - A Dashboard for the ETL Process: The log database
is a separate, small database that is designed to be a dashboard for the data
pipeline that helps the user debug complicated data pipelines with ease. The
log database has one row per ETL step per attempt at running the data
pipeline. The most common use case is to query this table for the most
recent run attempt. For each row, it contains the following information:

- The status of the ETL step (not started, failed, completed, etc.)
• The runtime for the ETL step
• The full traceback for any errors that were encountered when trying to run the ETL step
• Which columns the ETL step queries
• Which columns the ETL step populates

So, if there is an error in one of the functions, and a user tries to run the data pipeline, the user can go to the dashboard and immediately see: these steps finished, this step encountered an error, all of its dependencies did not run as a result, and here is the error message. This makes even the most complicated ETL pipelines easy to debug and maintain. Even when there are no errors, the user can query the runtime of each step to identify bottlenecks in the process. The DBgen log database makes

**Efficient, Cloud-Optimized Insertion Methods:** DBgen copies data from the machine that is executing the ETL pipeline to the machine that is hosting the database in large batches, which is more computationally efficient than traditional methods. Additionally, DBgen makes it easy to run each individual ETL step on a separate compute instance, so if one ETL step is particularly compute-intensive, it can be run on a more powerful compute instance. Together, these features ensure that all DBgen ETL pipelines are scalable. The details are described in the supplemental information.

**Abstraction:** With DBgen, a user can implement an entire database and ETL pipeline without writing one line of SQL code. This provides accessibility to ETL pipelines defined using DBgen. With the SQL abstracted away, a much broader user base is able to define or at least understand and edit existing ETL pipelines.

3. Illustrative Example

The example we will discuss is a database of materials science research data created and populated using DBgen called ESAMP, which stands for "Event-Sourced Architecture for Materials Provenance." To give a sense of the inherent complexity of the problem, in materials science research, a material sample of interest is usually derived from one or many other samples through a series of procedures. Each procedure may produce one or many data files, which may be used in one or many analyses to yield results that are of interest to the researcher. Some analyses depend on other analyses having already been carried out. A query against the database should be able to answer complicated questions like, "show the top 10 best-performing
batteries as determined by a specific lifetime test that were derived from anodes that are at least 10% cobalt as determined by X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS), and exclude any batteries that have the solvent that arrived on May 18th anywhere in their processing history.”

ESAMP models this complexity completely without making any simplifying assumptions. This is significant because it adds transparency, flexibility, and provenance to the curation of datasets for machine learning (ML) or other data analysis techniques. When the underlying data is modeled without assumptions, the user is able to write a SQL query with a certain set of constraints and assumptions to generate a dataset. If the researcher finds that the data is imbalanced or comes across another problem with their first dataset, they can easily edit the query to generate a new, improved dataset.

Importantly, any future researcher who looks at that dataset and wants to know exactly where the data came from and what assumptions and constraints were applied can simply look at the SQL query that was used to generate it. This provides much-needed transparency in materials science ML projects.

The underlying data that is now in the ESAMP database was originally stored in a large zip archive containing additional zip archives containing tens of thousands of automatically-generated, custom-structured text files. The data pipeline that extracts the data from that structure and populates the ESAMP database requires over 50 ETL steps with a complicated tree of dependencies. The process of designing the ESAMP architecture required a great deal of iteration, so the ETL pipeline had to be adjusted and redefined dozens of times. Accomplishing this without DBgen would have been prohibitively laborious.
3.0.1. Generator Example

Figure 2 illustrates the flow of information within an example Generator. In this example, process data has been stored within the process_data Entity using its file_name and the goal of this Generator is to extract each file and find the locations and widths of the peaks within the underlying data. As this generator queries the file_name from the process_data Entity and loads the resulting peaks into the peaks entity, DBgen automatically places this Generator after any Generator that populates the process_data entity and before any Generator that depends on the peaks Entity being populated. Therefore, the author of this Generator can narrow their field of vision to just the data flowing from the data extraction to the loading. As discussed above, DBgen is specifically designed to allow for the authors of the pipeline to easily and effectively change their mind. The three common types of changes made to a pipeline are:

1. New data entering the pipeline
2. New functions to process the data
3. New schema for storing the inputs and outputs

The severity of these changes typically increases from 1 to 3, with an updated schema being the most extreme. However, DBgen helps to greatly reduce the complexity of implementing each type of change.

Firstly, detecting whether a file entering the pipeline has been seen before is critical to reducing the computational strain on the overall pipeline. To avoid reprocessing of duplicate data, this generator will store a hash of the
generator and each input in the DBgen Log Database discussed above. This
enables DBgen to automatically detect whether it has seen an extracted
input before and, if so, it can skip reprocessing the duplicate row. While this
may seem trivial for a path to a file, this duplicate detection generalizes to
complex inputs that are aggregated and processed from many entities within
the schema.

Secondly, scientists regularly update and improve the functions they use
to transform data. This could be a change to the FindPeaks transform or the
addition of a pre-processing step to remove the outliers in the data before
the FindPeaks transform processes the data (as shown in Figure 3). In either
case, DBgen makes these changes easy to make by automatically ordering the
functions within a generator. This means that FindPeaks need only request
an output from the RemoveOutlier for DBgen to know that RemoveOutlier
needs to be run prior to FindPeaks. Additionally, the generator’s hash will
change with the addition of a transform or the modification of any transforms
underlying code. This signals to DBgen that each input must be reprocessed
regardless of whether it had been processed by the previous version of the
generator.

![Figure 3: A generator with two PyBlocks, or transform steps.](image)

Finally, schema changes can be facilitated by DBgen by isolating the
schema that stores the data from the generator that modifies it through
the use clear, well-defined interfaces of Loads and Extracts. When schema
changes are made, such as the modification of the relationship between pro-
cess_data and peaks from a one-to-many to a many-to-many relationship,
each generator that depends upon or populates the modified entities in the
schema is clearly logged in the DBgen Log Database. Additionally, the ab-
stractions of Query objects and Load objects allows for complex schema
changes to be accommodated by only a few lines of code.

4. Impact

DBgen provides a framework that makes it easy to implement SMART
ETL pipelines. We believe this will have the largest impact in the field of
scientific research. Specifically, we believe that DBgen will result in more
scientific data being stored in accordance with the FAIR principles of data
management. Ultimately, this will accelerate innovation in computational
methods applied to experimental scientific data. As a point of analogy, Im-
geNet [20] was published in 2009 and played a significant role in the develop-
ment of new convolutional neural network architectures shortly thereafter, as
evidenced by the publication of AlexNet in 2012[21], and Resnet in 2016[22].
In many fields of scientific research, there is no analogous database that can
be used to advance the development of computational methods in each field.
This is not because it wouldn’t be useful, but rather because it is difficult
to achieve for the reasons mentioned in section 1. We believe that these
databases do not exist today because the software tools needed to generate
these complicated databases and corresponding ETL pipelines does not exist.
DBgen aims to fill that need.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we present DBgen, a python library that adds useful ab-
stractions to the process of defining complex databases and ETL pipelines
and thereby reduces the barrier to storing data in accordance with the FAIR
principle. We also present a set of principles (SMART) that ETL pipelines
should ideally abide by, analogous to the FAIR principles for data storage.
We use materials science R&D data as an example of an inherently complex
data source. We show that modeling the data without making assumptions
demands a complicated database architecture, which would be difficult to
create without DBgen. We show that modeling the data in this way adds
transparency and flexibility to dataset curation. Altogether, we provide evi-
dence that DBgen is a useful tool that greatly reduces the barrier to storing
scientific data in accordance with the widely accepted FAIR principles.
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